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Abstract
Total electron content (TEC) and GNSS positioning error over two Nigeria GNSS stations (CLBR:
Latitude; 4.9503°E, Longitude; 8.3514°N, FUTY: Latitude; 9.3497°E, Longitude; 12.4978°N) were
studied during the geomagnetic storms of March 17, 2015 minimum Dst (Disturbed storm time) 223nT and that of March 17, 2013 minimum Dst of -132nT (the St. Patrick’s Day intervals); TEC
was estimated using GPS Gopi TEC analysis software over the two stations during the storms
period and the selected international quiet day used as reference. Understanding TEC variation in
the equatorial ionosphere during geomagnetic storm will enable adequate prediction of GNSS
positioning accuracy and correction over the region. Variation and enhancement of TEC were
observed during the storms. The positioning error and TEC were higher at CLBR than at FUTY
during the March 17, 2015 storm that could be as a result of latitudinal variation. The result will be
useful for satellite based navigational systems.

Keywords: Total Electron Content; Global Navigation Satellites System; Equatorial Ionosphere;
Geomagnetic Storm; Positioning Accuracy.

1. Introduction
The equatorial ionosphere has remarkable
processes such as equatorial electrojet,
equatorial spread F and the ionization
anomaly that make the dynamism of the
ionosphere in that region an interesting
subject to ionospheric physicists.
The response of the Ionosphere to the
geomagnetic storm is important in the
understanding of trans- ionospheric signal
delay. The group delay of Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSS) is as a result of the
variation in the local Total Electron Content
(TEC). TEC has been a very important
parameter for the studying and understanding
GNSS positioning accuracy (Stankov et al.,
2010). Much has been revealed about TEC
behaviour both in the mid and high latitude
ionosphere as reported by several authors
(Stankov et al., 2010; Afraimovich et al.,
2002; Buonsanto, 1999; Li et al., 2012).
Ionospheric impact on satellite navigation
and communication is the major source of
positioning error (Comberiate et al., 2012)
since TEC is the number of electrons in a
column of 1m2 cross section from the height
of global positioning system (GPS) satellite
at approximately 20,000 km to the receiver
on the ground.
Several authors have attempted to study TEC
behaviour in this region during both periods
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of high and low solar activity (Moreno et al.,
2011; Bolaji et al., 2011; Adewale et al.,
2013; D’ujanga et al., 2013; Olawepo et al.,
2015, Chakraborty et al., 2015).
This study reports TEC during two
geomagnetic storms that occur at the same
period for different years and the positioning
error associated with the storms over two
GNSS stations situated in Nigeria (situated
within the region of an equatorial ionospheric
anomaly) in the equatorial region of African
sector (see Figure 1) for the first time. The
equatorial ionosphere is strongly influenced
by the electromagnetic field occasioned by
the horizontally aligned geomagnetic field
over the equatorial region.
Thorough knowledge of storm time
behaviour of TEC as it affects GNSS signal
is our utmost desire.
The ionospheric delay is related to the TEC
along the propagation path (Klobuchar, 1997;
Jakowski et al., 2012). Ionospheric delay is
due to the refraction and dispersion of GNSS
signal. As it travels through the ionosphere,
the refractive group index of the ionosphere
is greater than one (i.e. >1), which implies
that the group velocity of the radio wave is
less than the speed of light in a vacuum. If
the refractive index of the ionosphere is less
than one, the phase velocity of the radio
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wave iss greater thhan the speeed of lighht
in vacuuum. For thhis reason, there is an
n
advance on the meassured carrierr phase and a
p
delay onn the measurred pseudo-rrange (group
delay) shhown in Equuations (1) annd (2), wheree
c is the speed of propagation, Wf and W aree
ncy of the ionosphericc
the critiical frequen
plasma aand the signaal frequency respectively
y,
with

Vg  c 1  W f2 / W

(1))

is the grooup velocityy delay (Naviipedia, 2011)
and

V 

c
1  W f2 / W

(2))

is the phase
p
velociity advance (Navipediaa,
2011).
mmences with
h
Geomaggnetic storm usually com
an increaase in the Eaarth’s magneetic field thaat
is calledd initial phaase, followedd by a largee
decreasee called the main
m
phase, which could
d
last a few
w days before the comm
mencement of
a recoveery phase that is usuallyy longer than
n
the maain phase (Adebiyi et al.,2012
2;
Adekoyaa et al., 2012
2).
Understaanding TEC
C behaviourr during thee

s
will enhance better
geoomagnetic storm
estiimation of positioning
g accuracy and
corrrections.
2. Materials
M
an
nd Method
2-1. Description of March
M
17, 2015
S
Geoomagnetic Storm
Thee storm occu
urred in the declining
d
phase of
solaar cycle 24 and is the largest so far
fa the
drivver of the storm weree two interaacting
corronal mass ejection
e
(CM
ME) of March 15
(Zhhang et al., 20015)
Thee storm off March 17
1 is a suudden
com
mmencementt storm at 4.45 UT on March
M
17 and reached its minimum
m Dst of -2233nT at
s
day aftter which it began
23 UT on the same
hase at abouut 11UT on March
M
the recovery ph
t March 19.
18 to
2-22. Description of March
M
17, 2013
Geoomagnetic Storm
S
Thee storm is a sudden com
mmencement storm
minnimum Dst-index of which was -132nT on
Maarch 17 at 211.00UT. Thoough this stoorm is
lesss in severityy to that off 2015, theyy both
shaare some unniqueness; both are suudden
com
mmencementt and both occur
o
at the same
season on the saame day poppularly regardded as
St. Patrick ’s Daay.

Fiigure 1. Map off Africa showin
ng the stations and
a the geomaggnetic latitude.
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3. Reesearch Dataa
The D
Dst values for
f the storm
m period andd the
refereence were downloaded from
f
world data
centree
for
geomagnetism,
yoto
Ky
(wdc.kugi.kyoto-u
u.ac.jp), corrroborated with
w
q
Austrralian geoscciences inteernational quiet
and
most
disturrbed
d
days
(http:://www.ga.goov.au/oracle//geomag/disppla
y_iqdd.jsp). GNSS
S observationn and navigaation
files were downlloaded from
m Nigeria GN
NSS
f the stations
netwoork (www.nnignet.net) for
(see Figure 2 annd Table 1) both during the
m period and
d the selectedd quiet day was
storm
choseen as a refereence.
3-1. D
Data Analyssis
Gopi GPS – TEC
C analysis software
s
version
o estimate thhe vertical total
t
2.9.3 was used to
electrron content (VTEC) ovver the stations
durinng the stoorm periodd, which was
comppared with thhe TEC of a typical selected
quiet day. The quiet
q
day TE
EC was plootted
u
the AS
SCII
over the storm period TEC using
outpuut file for furrther analysiss with Matlaab in
orderr to depict thhe TEC behavviour duringg the
storm
m period overr the stationss (1 TECU = 10
16
electrons/m2).
LIB)
Real--Time Kineematic Librrary (RTKL
open source softw
ware for GN
NSS position
ning
mation was utilized too compute the
estim
positiion of the staations duringg the storm. The
deviaation of the stations’ poosition from the
Internnational Teerrestrial Reeference Frame
(ITRF
F) and furth
her analysis was done using
Matlaab software.
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4. Results and Discussioon
4-1. CLBR Station
4-1-1. Marcch 17, 2015 Geomagneti
G
ic Storm
The five-paanel plots of Figure 3 depicted
the coordinnate’s error,, the Dst, and the
TEC over the station during
d
the sttorm and
d
positioniing error
the referencce (quiet) day
and TEC (tthin line) superimposedd on the
storm periood (thick lin
ne) positioniing error
and TEC. The
T maximum
m error (X=
=36.79 m,
Y=8.24 m) for CLBR station
s
occurrs before
the onset of the storm suudden commeencement
n the 16th of
o March
at about 233.40 UT on
(Figure 2 annd 3) that coould be as a result of
plasma red
distribution and enhaancement
before the onset of the storm. The Zs
a siignificant
coordinate do not show
a compared with the
signature off the storm as
d
Generrally, theree is an
reference day.
improvemen
nt in the accuuracy of thee position
of the statio
on during thee entire periood of the
storm. Therre is noon time enhanceement of
TEC with the maximuum of 87.044 TECU
occurring inn the noon peeriod during the main
phase of thee storm, which does not correlate
with the maximum
m
poosition errorr of the
station.
4-1-2. Marcch 17, 2013 Geomagneti
G
ic Storm
It can be infferred from the three paanel plots
of Figures 6, 7, and 8 thaat the storm of March
17, 2013 haas minimum effect on poositioning
at CLBR. The maxim
mum day tim
me TEC
ECU) coinccide with
enhancemennt (62.90 TE
the main phaase of the stoorm.

Figu
ure 2. Map of Nigeria
N
showingg the stations co
oordinate.
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Figgure 3. CLBR – Coordinates error
e
with TEC during March 17,
1 2015 storm.
Taable 1. Site Infoormation for thee two stations.
STATION IID

CLBR

FUTY

ITRF
RDINATES(m)
COOR
X: 62287177.4886
Y: 922980.2137
9
Z: 546714.5521
5
X: 6145058.5066
Y: 13362078.8671
Z: 10
029389.8941

ELEVAT
TION
(m,ellipssoid)

REC
CEIVER TYPE
E

ANTENN
NA
TYPE
E

SATE
ELLITE
SYS
STEM

61.5

TRIM
MBLE NETRS
S

TRM598800

GPS GLONASS

248.44

TRIM
MBLE NETRS
S

TRM598800

GPS GLONASS

Figgure 4. CLBR–– Coordinates errror with TEC during
d
March 17,
1 2013 storm.
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5. Fu
uty Station
5-1. M
March 17, 2015 Geomaggnetic Storm
m
The five-panel plots
p
of Figgure 5 depiccted
e
the Dsst, and the TEC
T
the ccoordinates error,
t
storm and
over the stationn during the
e
the rreference (quuiet) day positioning error
and TEC (thin line) superimposed on the
m period (th
hick line) positioning error
e
storm
and T
TEC. Maxim
mum positioon error for this
statioon occurs duuring the reccovery phasee of
the sttorm X=12.668 m, Y =66.80 m. Therre is
noon time TE
EC enhanccement duuring
m the maxim
mum
the entire period of the storm
o which coincide with
w
(72.83TECU) of
main phase of
o the storm.. The maxim
mum
the m
positiioning erroor on thee Z-coordin
nate
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(9.19 m) coincides
c
with
w
maximuum TEC
enhancemennt that occuurs during the
t
main
phase of the storm.
5-2. March 17, 2013 Geeomagnetic Storm
S
FUTY statiion has the maximum position
error coinciide with thee main phasse of the
storm with the highest on the x-cooordinate
(10.67 m), while the Y and Z coordinates
have positioon error of abbout 4.50 m and 4.12
m respectivvely. Figuree 6 shows that the
observed ph
henomenon in
n this stationn may be
as a result of the statiion proximitty to the
geomagneticc equator with the attending
electrodynam
mics effect in the equatorial
e
ionospheric anomaly reggion.

Figure 5. FUT
TY – Coordinattes error with TEC
T
during Marrch 17, 2015 stoorm.

Figure 6. FUT
TY– Coordinates error with TE
EC during Marrch 17, 2013 stoorm.
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Figure 7. Latitudinaal differences between the twoo stations Marchh 17, 2015 storm
m.

Figure 8. Latitudinaal differences between the twoo stations Marchh 17, 2013 storm
m.

6. Concllusion
The twoo storms behave
b
diffeerently at a
differentt latitude, wh
hich agrees with
w previous
authors (Amit et all., 2010; Staankov et al..,
2010; Lii et al., 2012)).
While the
t effect off the storms is consistennt
with thee maximum
m TEC durinng the main
n
phase off the two stoorms, the possition error is
highest during
d
the March
M
17, 20015 storm at
a
CLBR oof lower latitu
ude than at FUTY,
F
whichh
falls dirrectly in thhe region of
o equatoriaal

elecctrojet.
Theere is an enhhancement of
o TEC durinng the
entiire period of the storms,
s
andd the
enhhancement becomes
b
max
ximum durinng the
maiin phase of the
t storms. The
T positionn error
of CLBR is hiigher duringg the onset of
o the
inittial phase of the storm onn March 17, 2015,
whiich occurs on the 16tht of Marchh and
impproves throuughout the main
m
phase annd the
recoovery phase of the storm
m. This errorr may
nott be associatted with thee enhancemeent in

Effects of St Patrick’s Day Intervals Geomagnetic Storms on the Accuracy of …

TEC due to other parameters involved in the
equatorial ionosphere electrodynamics and
perturbations. FUTY station has lesser
position error during the storm and lesser
TEC enhancement, which may be a signature
of latitudinal variation in total electron
content.
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